Rats can be trained to associate relative spatial locations of objects with the spatial location of rewards. Here we ask whether rats can localize static silent objects with other body parts in the dark, and if so with what resolution. We addressed these questions in trained rats, whose interactions with the objects were tracked at high-resolution before and after whisker trimming. We found that rats can use other body parts, such as trunk and ears, to localize objects. Localization resolution with non-whisking body parts (henceforth, 'body') was poorer than that obtained with whiskers, even when left with a single whisker at each side. Part of the superiority of whiskers was obtained via the use of multiple contacts. Transfer from whisker to body localization occurred within one session, provided that body contacts with the objects occurred before whisker trimming, or in the next session otherwise. This transfer occurred whether temporal cues were used for discrimination or when discrimination was based on spatial cues alone. Rats' decision in each trial was based on the sensory cues acquired in that trial and on decisions and reward locations in previous trials. When sensory cues were acquired by body contacts, rat decisions relied more on the reward location in previous trials. Overall, the results suggest that rats can generalize the idea of relative object location across different body parts, while preferring to rely on whiskers-based localization, which occurs earlier and conveys higher resolution.
INTRODUCTION
Object localization is a basic task in all perceiving agents, living or artificial. In living agents, this is an active and dynamic task -animals move their sensory organs while localizing objects around them (Uexkull, 1926; Kleinfeld et al., 2006; Diamond et al., 2008) . When rats explore their environment, they use a combination of body, head and whisker movements to effectively comb the environment for interesting features. When encountering an object, its location may be coded in several egocentric frames of references Knutsen and Ahissar, 2009) . When the rat chooses to explore that object with different sensory modalities (e.g., moving from macrovibrissa-based sensing to nostril-mouth-microvibrissa sensing), a transfer between these frames of references is required. Rats typically implement such transfers immediatelywithin one sensory sampling cycle -suggesting that these frames of references are continuously linked (Sherman et al., 2017) .
Whisker-based object localization was extensively studied during the last two decades, using a variety of experimental approaches and addressing various coding and processing aspects. Most of the studies had been limited to object location within the horizontal plane of a row of whiskers, a plane that can be spanned by two variables. The most natural set of variables are the whisker-centric polar coordinates: azimuth and radial distance (Knutsen and Ahissar, 2009; Ahissar and Knutsen, 2011) . It turned out that the vibrissal system can code these variables in more than a single way (Cheung et al., 2019) . Two plausible coding schemes are the so-called orthogonal and morphological schemes. In the orthogonal scheme, a single neuron can in principle code the two coordinates via its firing rate (coding radial distance) and firing phase (within the whisking cycle, coding azimuth) (Szwed et al., 2003; Szwed et al., 2006; Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009; Knutsen and Ahissar, 2009; Ahissar and Knutsen, 2011; Kleinfeld and Deschênes, 2011) . In the morphological scheme, the object's coordinates in the horizontal plane are represented by the coordinates of a morphological plane of two whisker variables, one motor and one sensory (Ahissar and Knutsen, 2011; Bagdasarian et al., 2013) . Several variables can be used, where those demonstrated experimentally are related to the whisker angle (motor) and whisker curvature (sensory) (Solomon and Hartmann, 2006; Birdwell et al., 2007; Towal et al., 2011; Boubenec et al., 2012; Bagdasarian et al., 2013; Pammer et al., 2013; Quist et al., 2014; Campagner et al., 2016 Campagner et al., , 2018 Campagner et al., , 2019 Severson et al., 2017) . Both of these coding schemes can be actively controlled by the vibrissal system via the modulation of the relevant motor variables (Ahissar and Knutsen, 2011; Bale et al., 2015; Voigts et al., 2015; Ahissar and Assa, 2016; Sherman et al., 2017) .
The mechanisms with which rodents localize objects in their daily life are not known. In the laboratory, rats and mice are often trained to localize objects and report their location (reviewed in Ahissar and Knutsen, 2008; Knutsen and Ahissar, 2009; O'Connor et al., 2010; Kleinfeld and Deschênes, 2011; Bush et al., 2016) . Two major constrains limit the interpretation of the results of laboratory localization experiments. First, in most experiments rodents' perceptual behavior has been constrained in some way, ranging from rigid head fixation (Deutsch et al., 2012; Pammer et al., 2013; Moore et al., 2015; Urbain et al., 2015; Cheung et al., 2019) to requiring nose-poking at a fixed position (Knutsen et al., 2006) . Second, training may guide the animals to use strategies that are specific to the trained environment and protocol. Here we ask how do animals perform a localization task when both whiskers and other body parts are available, using two different training paradigms.
We developed an apparatus that allows rats to freely move their body, head and whiskers during localization. We employed two different training procedures, one optimized for revealing localization threshold (using a staircase protocol) and another optimized for comparing localization success at different location offsets (using a block design). The task was a relative bilateral localization task (Saraf-Sinik et al., 2015) . Training the animals using two different learning paradigms, and two different whisker trimming sequences allowed us to assess the dependency of task generalization on perceptual experience.
Tracking head and whisker motion at high-speed (500 Hz) allowed the assessment of the coding scheme used by the rat in each condition. Given the task's coordinates and the body parts we examined, we focused here on two major coding aspects: temporal (relevant for the orthogonal vibrissal scheme) and spatial (relevant for the morphological vibrissal scheme) -aspects that could be assessed for all measured body parts. Trimming whiskers and manipulating the spatial arrangements of the poles allowed the determination of the use of body parts other than whiskers for localization, as well as the dependency of localization on the absolute location of the poles. The results presented here suggest that rats are flexible in selecting localization strategies, although they exhibit clear preferences.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Fourteen female albino rats (Wistar) were trained in a two-alternative forced-choice task to discriminate the relative horizontal offset of two vertical poles. Training commenced at the age of 7 weeks. Rats were held 2 in a cage, under a 12 h light-dark cycle. Experiments were done during the light cycle. Water was withheld for 20-24 h before each training session. Fruit juice (mango-flavored) was given as reward during training, and unlimited water was available throughout the following 20-24 h. Solid food was available ad libitum, except during training. Four groups of rats (groups 1-4, see Table 1) were trained, and the training protocol differed between groups in three ways: the object geometry (Wide/Narrow), the training paradigm (Block/Staircase), and the trimming procedure (see Table 1 and more details below under 'Behavioral training'). All rats were first trained with a full pad of whiskers ('full' in Table 1 ). In groups 1, 2, 4, whiskers were trimmed from a full-pad to a single row of whiskers ('row C' in Table 1) , to whisker C2 only ('whisker C2' in Table 1 ) to no-whiskers. In group 3, whiskers were trimmed directly from a full pad to nowhiskers. Note that single whisker/row means single whisker/row in each side of the face, throughout the paper. Trimming (from full to row C, from row C to whisker C2, from C2 to nowhisker or directly from full to no-whisker) was done when the animal showed stable performance in the previous condition. That is, a stable percent of correct trials per offset in the block design, and a stable threshold offset in the staircase paradigm. Trimming was repeated throughout data collection period every 2 days, and at least 1 day before the experiment. All experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Weizmann Institute of Science.
Experimental Apparatus
The setup used in this study is identical to the one described in Saraf-Sinik et al. (2015) . Briefly, in an acoustically isolated and lightproof chamber, the setup included two distinct areas: "arena" and "task area, " connected by a motorized door. The general sequence of a single trials (see example trial in Supplementary Movie S1) was as follows: upon door opening, the rat entered the task area to perform a trial. The rat walked on a plastic bridge 1B, 6C,D, S1A,B * For three out of the six rats in group 2, once approached a stable performance with a single whisker, only 17mm offsets were used, but at three positions in the posterior/anterior axis ( Figure 5F , see section Materials and Methods).
(1.5 × 12 cm), between two vertical poles (2.8 mm diameter), and made a left or right choice. Following a correct choice (licking of the correct metal drinking tube -'sipper, ' see Figures 1A,B) , rat was rewarded with mango juice. Licking was detected by a capacitance-based detector, triggering reward delivery. Next, the rat was called back into the arena via signaling of a second reward ('side reward') and upon returning to the arena, the front door closed. Motorized doors controlled the passage between spaces and IR beam sensors reported crossing through. Each trial, the motors moved to a pre-defined resting position before moving to the next position to minimize auditory cues. Rats performed ∼60 trials per session (∼40 min; see Table 1) , consuming ∼10 ml juice. A session was terminated, when rats stopped performing the task for three consecutive trials. Highspeed camera (MotionPro; Redlake) located above the task area ('top camera, ' example Supplementary Movies S2-S8) recorded videos of the rat performing the task at high spatiotemporal resolution (640 × 880, 500 Hz). Another infrared-sensitive CCD camera (55-701; Edmund Industrial Optics) allowed monitoring of behavior in the arena (Supplementary Movie S1). IR backlight led array (830 nm, MB-OBL9 × 9-IRN-24-1 V OmniLight flat dome; Metaphase Technologies) illuminated the task area, and a 10 × 10 cm array of infrared (940 nm) LEDs (L940-04AU; Epitex) illuminated the arena. None provided visible illumination for the rats, which performed the task in complete darkness, but provided illumination visible by the cameras' sensors. Each of the two poles (2.8 mm diameter), as well as the front sippers were mounted on x-y-axes computercontrolled mobile tables (FB075-150-1.0M4 Nanomotion Linear Stage; Abiry Technologies), which allowed x-y positioning of 1µm precision. Rats were trained in two possible geometrical configurations: Narrow (Groups 1-2, see Figure 1A and Supplementary Movies S2, S5-S8) or Wide (see Figure 1B and Supplementary Movies S3, S4). The Narrow geometry was designed such that rats always contact at least one pole with their body before reaching a sipper. In the Wide geometry, rats could reach the sippers without contacting any pole with their body (Figure 1B) . In the Narrow configuration, the lateral distance between the poles was 42 mm and the reference pole to reward sipper distance was 42 mm or 64 ± 6 mm for groups 1, 2, respectively. In the Wide configuration, the lateral distance between the poles was 52 mm, and the pole-sipper distance was 34 mm. The distance between the entrance door and the reference pole was 55 and 80 mm for groups 1 and 2, respectively, except in trials with unfixed reference (see below), where the three door-to-reference distances where 38, 55, or 72 mm for the 'proximal, ' 'original' and 'distal' positions, respectively. Before the first experiment in a given day, a calibration procedure was performed to ensure that a single drop of mango juice is equal to 0.6 ml in both sippers. This was done by applying 15 drops per sipper (using the same control software that was used during the experiment), measuring the amount of juice with a measuring container, and fixing the drop size in the software. Typically, 2-3 rounds of calibration per sipper were needed to converge to the exact amount.
Behavioral Training
Rats were trained to associate between the relative location of two vertical poles (left pole/right pole) and the side of the rewarding sipper. The rewarding sipper was always at the side of the reference/posterior pole (Figures 1A,B , reward sipper marked with ). In each trial, the animal entered the task area, passed between the left and right poles (one of them being the 'reference pole'), and licked from the left or the right sipper (rarely the rat made no choice -didn't lick from any sipper before going back to the arena). Mango juice reward was given to the rat upon licking in the rewarding sipper. Then the rat reentered the arena to collect the side reward (given regardless of rat success and always at the same port). Failing to choose the rewarding sipper led to withdrawal of both front and side rewards and to an increased time delay of the following trial. Two different polesipper arrangements (Narrow/Wide) and two different training paradigms (Staircase/Block) were used for different groups as summarized in Table 1 . Two groups of rats (Groups 1, 2) were trained in the Narrow pole/sipper arrangement, where the geometry forced the animals to body-contact at least one poles on the way to the sippers. Two groups where trained in the Wide arrangement, where rats could reach the sippers without contacting any pole with the body. Rats in Groups 1, 3, 4 were trained in a 'Staircase' protocol, while Group 2 was trained in a 'Block' protocol. In the Staircase protocol the horizontal offset was always at 22 mm in the first trial of the session and changed FIGURE 1 | Experimental setup and training procedure. Rats were trained to associate the spatial arrangement of two vertical poles with a reward side. (A) A rat from Group 1 (Narrow, Staircase; see Table 1 ) with a single whisker during task performance, top view. The reward (the sipper marked with V) was always given at the reference (posterior) pole side. In the Narrow configuration (Groups 1-2, see Table 1 ), the pole-sipper geometry was designed such that rats contacted the poles with their body on the way to the sippers. For all rats that were trained in the Narrow configuration, whiskers were trimmed gradually from a full pad to a single row (row C) to a single whisker (C2) to no whisker (Full-Row-Single-No). (B) The Wide configuration (Groups 3-4, see Table 1 ) was designed such that rats did not need to contact the poles with their body on the way to the sippers. In this configuration the distance between the poles is larger in the left-right axis, and the poles are closer to the sippers in the posterior anterior axis [compare (A) and (B); see section Materials and Methods for more details]. In Group 3, whiskers were trimmed from a full-pad to no-whisker (Full-No), while in Group 4 whiskers were trimmed gradually (Full-Row-Single-No). (C) Each rat was trained in one of two paradigms. In the Staircase paradigm (top; Groups 1, 3, 4) the offset in a given trial was chosen based on animal performance in previous trials. In the Block paradigm (bottom; Group 2) the offset in each trial was chosen randomly from three possible offsets in a given session, regardless of rat's performance. The side of the reference pole (left or right) was chosen randomly (Block training) or pseudo-randomly (Staircase training) between trials (see section Materials and Methods). An example session is shown for each training paradigm. Hit trials are marked in blue, miss in red.
according to rat success. Following three correct choices in a row (or one correct choice in the first trial) the offset was multiples by 10 0.1 (following Knutsen et al., 2006) for next trial (for example, changed from 22 mm to 17.475 mm). Following a single wrong choice, the offset was divided by 10 0.1 (for example, changed from 13.88 to 17.475 mm), but could not exceed 22 mm. There was no limit on the smallest offset. The reward side (= which pole was more posterior) in the staircase paradigm was chosen semirandomly to reduce animal bias, using the same rule as used in Knutsen et al. (2006) , and described below.
Which pole was more posterior, was randomized only in the first 10 trials and chosen according to the following biascorrecting rules in subsequent trials. These rules took into account the responses that each rat made during the 10 preceding trials:
These rules compared the number of times a rat approached the same (S) or opposite (O) side as in an immediately preceding trial, in addition to the cumulative number of responses made to the left (L) or right (R) side. When the ratios of responses to same/opposite and left/right side were different, the relative offset of the poles (i.e., which was more posterior) was predetermined in the upcoming trial. When these ratios were equal, the poles were randomly arranged (with U([L,R] being a distribution of equal left and right probabilities). These bias-correction rules were chosen to offset the occurrence of prevalent stereotypical trends, such as persistent responses to the same side or rightleft-right switching between subsequent trials. Bias correction is common practice with rats (Carvell and Simons, 1990; Shuler et al., 2002) . We used four parameters computed across 10 consecutive trials, which made it difficult to predict the upcoming stimulus configuration. In the Block training protocol, the offset was chosen in each trial from three possible offsets, regardless of rat performance in previous trials. All possible offsets were 20/17/14/10/6 mm. In the first sessions 20/17/14 mm were used. Later, 17/14/10 mm were used, and in the last sessions in a given whisker configuration, after rats achieved stable performance, the offsets were 17/14/10 in the first half of the session, and 14/10/6 mm in the second half of the session. The reference pole side (= reward side) was chosen randomly in each trial. Three rats out of six in Group 2 (Narrow, Block), after reaching stable performance with a single whisker, were transitioned for the rest of the sessions to an unfixed-reference paradigm. Here, the offset was kept at 17mm, but the reference pole was positioned in one of three locations in the posterior-anterior axis: Proximal/original/distal (Figure 5F ). This was done in order to test if the absolute pole-location (rather than only the relative offset) was used as a tactile cue. A total of 57,556 trials were performed in 967 sessions, giving an average of 59.5 trials per session (see Table 1 for more details).
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Behavioral events (crossing through a door, licking of a sipper) were tracked via IR beam sensors and capacitance switches. Their respective time stamps were logged as was trial relevant information (e.g., arrangement's ID, chosen sipper), for performance analysis. Video files of rats performing the task were acquired by the high-speed camera and automatically saved upon trigger using the MIDAS software. Head position was tracked offline using BWTT the biotact whisker tracking tool, an artefact of the eu framework 7 project biotact 215910 1 . The curving index (CI, Figures 5G,H) is defined as the ratio between the length of head trajectory, and the distance between the start (entrance) and end (sipper) points in the head trajectory. Curvature is zero at CI = 1 and increases with CI. In a subset of movies, whiskers were tracked offline using MATLAB-based software (WhiskerTracker; Knutsen et al., 2005) , a semiautomatic head and whiskers tracker ( Figure 5D ). Manual video-based analysis produced onset and offset frames of whisker-pole and body-pole contacts.
Statistics
Estimated trajectory distributions (Figures 4A-D,F, 5I ) are shown as arithmetic means ± SEM. Except when noted, comparisons between distributions were based on the parametric two-sample t-test, and a p-value of 0.01 or smaller was used as the cutoff for significance. The experimental threshold T e in Figure 2B was calculated as in Knutsen et al. (2006) , and in this case, to be consistent with the original report, Wilcoxon's rank sum test for equal medians was used to compare the distributions. In Figure 3A the 4 offsets were divided into two groups: small offsets (6, 10 mm) and large offsets (14, 17 mm), and the statistical test was done between these two groups. In Figure 6 , bootstrap was used for comparing the animal performance in after hit/miss trials for each offset. Bonferroni correction was used for multiple comparison. Black asterisk indicates significance after Bonferroni correction, while red asterisk (Figure 6B , 17 mm) indicates significance before but not after correction for multiple comparisons.
RESULTS
Whisker and Body Were Both Used for Localization in Freely Moving Rats, but Whiskers Were Essential for Small Offsets
In a two-alternative forced choice task, rats were trained in a dark room to associate the reward side with the relative position of two vertical poles (Figure 1A) . For a given group of rats, the reference pole was presented at a fixed location in the posterior-anterior axis (see Figures 1A,B) , while the second pole, was presented in a more anterior location. The offset between 1 http://bwtt.sourceforge.net, vAIB, 2010 the poles in the posterior-anterior axis was determined either randomly from a possible set of offsets (Block training) or based on animal performance in previous trials (Staircase training; see section Materials and Methods for more details). A reward was present in the reference pole side (reference side changed between trials randomly of pseudo-randomly, see section Materials and Methods), and given to the rat upon the detection of licking (see Supplementary Movie S1). Rats were trained in one of two training paradigms (Staircase or Block; Figure 1C and Table 1) , and in one of two geometries (Wide or Narrow, Figures 1A,B and Table 1 ), see section "Materials and Methods" for more details.
We trained two rats using the Staircase protocol and Narrow configuration (Group 1, see Table 1 and Methods). In the Narrow configuration, rats were forced to contact both poles with their body before contacting a sipper in 100% of the trials, as a result of the horizontal distance between the poles in this configuration (see e.g., Supplementary Movie S7) . Initially all whiskers were intact ('full pad'). We then trimmed their whiskers in steps (full pad -single row -single whisker -no whiskers, see Table 1 ). Rats reached a mean offset of 5.3 mm across all trials in the last sessions with a single whisker (Figure 2A and Supplementary Movie S2) . During trials with single rows or with single whiskers rats contacted the poles with whiskers in both sides in 99.2 or 99.5% FIGURE 3 | The use of whiskers and learning. (A) In the Narrow configuration, Block training paradigm (Group 2), performance is shown for large offsets (≥14 mm) and small offsets (≤10 mm). Black line -mean over all trials in the last 3 sessions before/after trimming (labeled in red/green as single/no whisker). Each symbol represents the rate of success of an individual rat. (B) Time from the Decision (turning) Point (see Results) to first contact between the body and any pole. Positive time means that the first body-pole contact occurred after the rat started the final turning. Group 3, full pad, Wide configuration, Staircase paradigm. (C) Two last sessions per rat before trimming (red), and first session after trimming (black) are shown for the three rats in Group 3. Dots represent the minimum offset in the session, after running a 10-trial moving average. Performance at chance level is shown as in Figure 2C . (D) Change in performance around trimming (comparing three sessions before/after trimming) for rats in Group 2 (Narrow, Block). Each symbol represents the percent of change in performance for an individual rat (comparing mean performance before and after trimming; negative value means drop in performance). Performance dropped for all six rats when trimmed from full-pad to a single row ('All to Row'), and for 5/6 rats when trimming from a single row to a single whisker ('Row to Single'). (E) Each line connects the mean localization thresholds over three sessions before and after each trimming step, for each rat.
of the trials, respectively. Trimming the last whisker increased the mean offset from 5.3 to 10 mm (P < 0.001, two-sample KS-test, Figure 2A) . The drop in performance upon trimming the last whiskers indicates that whiskers were essential for the discrimination of offsets <6 mm. These whisker-dependent thresholds are similar to those obtained by rats required to nosepoke while discriminating (compare Figure 2B and Figure 10 in Knutsen et al., 2006) .
Rats without whiskers (Group 1 -Narrow, Staircase) exhibited a rapid generalization process, transferring the localization task to non-whisker body parts, primarily the trunk and ears (Supplementary Movies S2, S4 show body-pole contact with/without prior whisker-pole contact, respectively; Supplementary Movie S8 shows an example trial with Narrow configuration and no-whiskers). Horizontal discrimination was evident already within the first session after trimming the last whiskers for both tested animals (Figure 2C) . Their resolution, however, was on average poorer than that obtained with whiskers, increasing their median localization thresholds from 3.6 to 5.5 mm (Figure 2B ; p = 0.02, Wilcoxon's test). Interestingly, the performance was poorer in sessions 2-5 comparing to session 1 after trimming, suggesting that whisker-pole contacts are essential for maintaining the association between the pole arrangement and the reward side. This observation is consistent with the role of whiskers in learning, as shown below (see Figure 3 ). To further test the dependency of localization resolution on the use of whiskers or body we trained a group of six rats using the Block training paradigm (Group 2, Narrow configuration, see Table 1 ). In each session three offsets out of five possible offsets (20, 17, 14, 10, 6 mm) were used (first sessions with 20/17/14 mm, last sessions with 14/10/6 mm, see section Materials and Methods). In each trial, the offset was chosen randomly and independently of the (also randomly chosen) reward side. Same as in Group 1 (Narrow, Staircase), whiskers were trimmed in steps, from a full-pad, to a single row, to a single whisker to no-whisker (Full-row-single-no; see below the effect of trimming on performance in each step).
Trimming from a single whisker to no-whisker caused a significant decrease in performance for small offsets (Figure 3A ; ≤10 mm, p < 0.001, two sample t-test), but not for large offsets (≥14 mm, p = 0.14, t-test). Interestingly, while whiskers were essential for offsets of 6 and 10 mm in Group 2 (Narrow, Block), they were essential for localization only for offsets of 6 mm or less in Group 1 (Narrow, Staircase), indicating experiencedependent body localization. In the Narrow configuration it was not possible to distinguish between intentional and accidental body contacts, nor to determine whether body contacts were used for the decision (see e.g., Supplementary Movie S7). What was clear is that the association between relative body contacts and the reward side was evident (Figures 2A-C , no-whisker condition; Supplementary Movie S8, no-whisker example). To test whether rats can generalize even with no previous experience of bodypole contact, we trained a third group of rats (Group 3 -Wide, Staircase, three rats; see Table 1 ) in a different pole-sipper geometry. Having a larger inter-pole-distance, and a shorter poles-to-sippers distance, rats could lick from a sipper without contacting a pole with the body (Figure 1B and Supplementary  Movie S3) . Indeed, rats with intact whiskers turned toward the left or right sipper before making any body-pole contact in 89% of the trials (Figure 3B ; positive time means that the first bodypole contact occurred after the turning point). In this case, in the first session after trimming all whiskers at once (full-pad to no-whiskers), rat performance was not distinguishable from chance (Figure 3C , mean offset = 19.5 mm, p = 0.13). This result indicates that immediate transfer (i.e., within a session) from whisker-to body-based localization requires the association of body contacts with reward side before trimming the last whisker. Yet, we found that rats can learn to localize with body parts even without such pre-associations, as in the second day after trimming the mean offset (=10.5 mm) was significantly lower than that expected from chance behavior (P < 0.001). Discrimination threshold went up around each trimming step (except no change in rat 310, full-pad to single raw) for Groups 1/2 (Narrow, Block/ Staircase, Figures 3D,E) , and performance dropped for 6 or 5 rats when trimming from a full-pad to a single row or from a row to a single whisker, respectively (Figure 3D) .
This indicates that whiskers were used in the task during learning. Note that after training in a new whisker configuration, rats recovered to the previous threshold (Figure 3E) .
Rats Made Tactile Decisions Based on Whisker Contact When Whiskers Were Available
The finding that our rats could localize the poles without whiskers, already in the first session after trimming the last whisker (Figure 2) , suggests that they associated body contacts with reward side already before the final trimming. In the Narrow configuration (Groups 1, 2), rats were forced to contact the poles with their body when approaching the sippers, allowing such association to merge during training. When having a single whisker, rats therefore faced the option of making a choice (left or right) based on whisker contact only or deciding only after contacting the poles with the body. To discriminate between these two scenarios, we looked at head trajectories in the three sessions before and after trimming. We found that in both training paradigms (Staircase and Block, Groups 1 and 2), rats made a decision 0.6-1 cm earlier when whiskers were available (Figures 4A-D) .
Visual cues were not available, as the task was performed in dark (see section Materials and Methods). Olfactory cues were not available as juice was delivered only when the rat was licking the sipper (using a capacitance-based detector). In order to control for the option that the rats used auditory cues stemming from the motion of the positioning tables that positioned the poles (although this information was minimal if A,B) , but at the Narrow/Staircase configuration. (E) A single session example from a control session. In control sessions the poles were removed from the setup. The pole base was still moving with the same logic (controlling for sound-based discrimination). Animal performance dropped to chance, with typically long epochs of repeated choice (here, a right-choice sequence is seen), showing that rats rely on tactile rather than auditory cue in the task. (F) Left/right head trajectories in the no-pole condition.
anything, see section Materials and Methods), we ran a control session, in which the positioning tables behaved exactly the same as in the experimental trials, but the poles were missing. Rats performed at chance level when poles were not available (Figure 4E) . Interestingly, in this case rats adapted within a few trials a strategy of making an early decision, as indicated by the head trajectories (Figure 4F) , while also making long sequences of same-side decision (Figure 4E , long sequence of right choices; left/right choices are indicated in blue/red; see also Figure 6 and related text).
Temporal and Spatial Cues Were Used for Pole Localization
We investigated the use of temporal and spatial cues in the Narrow configuration, and a single whisker condition. We focused on the single whisker condition where performance was stable, more data was collected comparing to other conditions (see Table 1 , Groups 1-2), the number of variables is smaller (only a single whisker on each side could contact a pole), and where it was possible to score whisker-pole contacts with no ambiguity (compared to single row or full pad conditions). First, we tested the hypothesis that temporal cues are essential. If animals make a decision based on the temporal order of pole contacts (first contact = reference pole), we expect that wrong contact order (when the rat contacts the anterior pole first) will lead to a wrong decision. We define DTp-a as the time difference between the first contact of the whiskers with the posterior pole, and the first contact of the whiskers with the anterior pole, such that a positive delay represents a case in which the posterior pole was contacted earlier. DTp-a is therefore well defined only in trials with bilateral contacts. In the single whisker condition, bilateral contacts occurred in 99.5 or 83.5% for groups 1 (Staircase training) and 2 (Block training), respectively. This difference might reflect the fact that, on average, offsets were smaller in the Staircase configuration, or a difference in the discrimination strategies. We found no difference in the mean performance level between trials with DTp-a > 0 and trials with DTp-a < 0 in rats trained in the Staircase-paradigm, for either small offset (<median offset over the session) or large offset (>median) trials. This suggests that for this group, a temporal cue was not crucial for discrimination.
In Block-paradigm trained rats, performance at large offsets (≥14 mm) did not depend on DTp-a sign, but for small offsets (≤10 mm), rats performed significantly better with DTp-a > 0 (P = 8·10 −5 , t-test) and at chance level with DTp-a < 0 (Figure 5A) , suggesting that for small offsets the temporal order of whisker-pole contact was a crucial discriminative cue. Looking at the performance for negative and positive DTp-a as a function of offset for the same trials as in Figure 5A , we see that the smaller the offset is, the larger the effect of DTp-a sign is on performance (Figure 5B) . For the smallest offset of 6mm, the performance when DTp-a < 0 is lower than chance level, suggesting that rats rely strongly on the temporal cue at this offset. We further observed that the fraction of trials with multiple whisker-reference pole contact was larger for small offsets (Figure 5C ), suggesting an active sensing strategy, likely attempting to increase signal-to-noise ratio by averaging leftright differences over multiple bilateral contacts. Note that here rats have a single bilateral whisker, therefore multiple contacts mean more than one contact with a single whisker, rather than contacts with multiple whiskers. If the animal aims to compare the time-of-contact between poles, we expect protraction to cease only when the whisker at the anterior side contacts a pole, predicting larger whisking amplitude for large offsets, as indeed observed (Figure 5D) . Rats performed significantly better when contacting the reference pole only, than when contacting the anterior pole only (Figure 5E , P < 0.01 for both 6 and 10 mm), consistent with the idea that rats assumed that the first contact is with the reference pole, and no contralateral contact is reflecting a large offset.
To test whether rats also used the absolute pole location for discrimination (rather than using relative spatial/temporal cues only), we trained three rats (out of the six rats in Group 2 -Narrow, Block) in a non-fixed reference configuration. Here, the offset was kept at 17 mm, the side of the reference pole (/reward) was chosen randomly as before, and the absolute location of the reference pole in the posterior-anterior axis was chosen randomly between three arrangements ('unfixed reference'), as illustrated at the top of Figure 5F (arrow indicates the direction from entrance line to sipper line). All three rats performed better before changing from fixed to unfixed reference (P = 0.004, when comparing all trials in the last two fixed-reference sessions and all trials in the two first non-fixed reference session), indicating that the rats used the absolute pole location rather than only the relative position.
The lower performance in the 'proximal' poles' arrangement (were the poles are closest to the entrance) for all 3 rats despite a similar offset of 17 mm in all three arrangements, could reflect a noisier measure of DTp-a in this arrangement (for 1 rat, blue in Figure 5F , the performance increase linearly with pole distance from entrance). We found that mean DTp-a was indeed lower in the 'proximal' arrangement (79 ms) comparing to mean DTp-a in the 'original' and 'distal' arrangements (101.4 and 111.4 ms; P = 0.007, two-sample t-test between 'proximal' and 'original'-'distal' combined) . As the offset was similar across the three arrangements, we hypothesized that the difference in DTp-a distribution between the conditions comes as a result of differences in head direction at the time of contact between the three arrangements. The bridge outside the entrance (see Figures 1A,B , rats walk on this bridge from entrance to sippers and back) gives a directional cue, that might be too short in the 'proximal' case. To directly test the effect of head trajectory on performance, we measured a 'curving index' (CI), defined as the ratio between the length of the head trajectory from entrance to sipper, and a straight line that connects the start/end-point in the trajectory (Figure 5G , see section Materials and Methods). Large CI indicates a non-straight pathway, which may result a noisy DTp-a. We found that, as expected, rats with smaller CI performed better (Figure 5H) . Lastly, rats exhibited different head trajectories in hit versus miss trials (Figure 5I , singlewhisker rats). Interestingly, the turning point was earlier on average in miss trials, suggesting some prior the rats had in the miss trials. This observation is consistent with the idea of an FIGURE 5 | Temporal and spatial coding.(A) Mean performance for the Block-trained (Group 2, blue; Narrow geometry) and Staircase-trained (Group 1, red; Narrow geometry) rats, for small offsets (offset ≤ 10 mm for Block-trained, offset < median for Staircase-trained) and for large offsets (dotted line; offset ≥ 14 mm for Block-trained, offset > median for Staircase trained) rats. Performance is shown separately for trials with DTp-a < 0 (left) and for trials with DTp-a > 0 (right). animal bias that exists at the beginning of each trial. We suggest that this bias depend on the stimuli and decisions in previous trials (see next section and Figure 6 ).
Rat Decisions Were Affected by Choice and Success in Previous Trials
Motivated by previous studies (Carvell and Simons, 1990; Shuler et al., 2002; Raviv et al., 2012; Akrami et al., 2018; Campagner et al., 2019) , we also tested if rat decision was affected by sensory history (Figure 6) in a way that depends on whether the rat does or does not rely on whiskers for localization. To test the effect of previous trials on rat decision, we looked at two groups of rats: group 2 (6 rats, Narrow arrangement, Block training) and Group 4 (3 rats, Wide arrangement, Staircase training, see Table 1 ), all rats in both groups having a single whisker (on each side). In the Wide configuration (Group 4) single whisker rats often did not contact the poles with the whiskers (see e.g., Supplementary Movie S4) and performance was typically poorer than that of Group 2 rats. Rat success, in this condition, was similar when whiskers contacted both poles (bilateral-contact) and when no whisker touched any pole (74% success rate in FIGURE 6 | Dependence of decisions on previous trials. (A) Mean performance as a function of offset for six rats (Group 2 -Narrow, Block) given hit (blue) or miss (red) in the previous trial. Black asterisk indicate significant difference between hit/miss trials for a given offset after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. (B) Probability for repeating the same choice as in the previous trial (left after left or right after right), given hit (blue) or miss (red) in the previous trial. Red asterisk indicates significance before but not after correction for multiple comparisons. (C,D) Same as (A,B) , but for the three rats in Group 4 (Wide, Staircase).
both cases), suggesting that in this condition (Wide, Singlewhisker) rats relied strongly on body contacts. Success level was higher in trials that immediately followed a hit trial in Group 2 (Figure 6A , P < 0.001, bootstrap and Bonferroni correction for multiple-comparisons), with a smaller difference for large offsets. The probability for repeating the same choice (left/right) as in the previous trial was higher than chance for all offsets (Figure 6B , P < 0.001) and higher following a miss trial (significant for 10 and 14 mm, but not for 17 mm after multiple-comparison correction). In Group 4, performance was also higher following hit trials (Figure 6C , P < 0.001), and the probability for repeating the previous choice was different than chance (Figure 6D) , with probability >0.5 to repeat the same choice following hit (p < 0.001 for all offsets), and probability <0.5 to repeat the same choice following miss (p = 0.035 for all offsets). This suggests that rats in this group were biased to go back to the side where reward was presented in the previous trial. To sum, rat decision was affected by previous trials. In the Narrow configuration (were whiskers were used to inform the decision, at least in low offsets), rats tended to repeat the same choice for multiple trials. In the wide configuration, were rats did not rely on whiskers for the decision and the performance was lower, rats were biased to go to the sipper that contained the reward in the previous trial (a Bayesian model is shown in the Supplementary Materials). The use of body (rather than whiskers) for discrimination therefore not only reduced the animal performance (Figures 2, 3) , and delayed the decision (Figure 4) , but also caused a bias toward going to the location of the reward in the previous trial.
DISCUSSION
This study addressed the generalization of object location. We show that rats that were trained to localize objects with their whiskers can transfer the task to other body parts -primarily trunk and ears -termed here "body." This transfer was quick (within one session) in cases where body contacts occurred before whisker trimming, and slower (after one session) otherwise (compare Figure 2C and Figure 3C) . Overall, although rats could solve the task with several body parts they relied on the whiskers, probably because, as we show, whisker-based localization occurred earlier (Figure 3) and at higher resolution (Figure 2) . These findings are consistent with the rapid linking between whisker and head palpation of a given object, observed in any freely moving rodent behavior (e.g., Sherman et al., 2017) . Such a rapid transfer can occur when the whisker and head coordinate frames are continuously linked.
Tactile object localization with non-whisker body parts has not been studied before as most of localization studies were done with head-fixed or nose-pocking rodents Knutsen and Ahissar, 2009; O'Connor et al., 2010; Kleinfeld and Deschênes, 2011; Bush et al., 2016; Cheung et al., 2019) . The use of freely moving rats here allowed the examination of their behavior in conditions that are closer to their natural behavior. As a result, we were able to show the preference of whisker-based localization and point on several reasons for this preference, primarily localization resolution and earlier processing. Part of the superiority of whisker-based localization can be accounted for by the fact that rats can rapidly repeat object contacts with whiskers, by simply executing another cycle of whisking (Figure 5C) , a repetition that cannot be easily done with other body parts. While visual scoring of pole-whisker contact was not ambiguous in the case of a single row or a single whisker configuration, pole-ear contact was typically very brief, and it was often hard to determine whether such contact occurred (see e.g., Supplementary Movie S6). Rats never used the paws to contact a pole, as they were walking on an elevated bridge in the task area.
Sensory organs are embedded within motor-sensory-motor loops -anatomical loops through which the movements of a sensory organ induce sensory events that modify the movements of the same sensory organ Ahissar and Assa, 2016) . In general, the differences between whisker-based and head-or body-based localization can be attributed to the differences between the accuracy and resolution of the coding schemes employed by the specific motorsensory-motor loops engaged in the task. As described in the Introduction, the whiskers can code object location using at least two coding schemes -the orthogonal (rate-time) and the morphological (motor-sensory). While the ears may employ a low-resolution version of both schemes, the trunk can probably employ only a low-resolution version of the orthogonal coding scheme. The lower resolution in these cases emerge not only because of sensory low-resolution, but, not less, from a lower resolution of motor control. These differences may account for the whiskers-body preference order observed here and further predict an ear-trunk preference. Nevertheless, our results suggest that despite resolution differences, the coding schemes that are relevant to different body parts may preserve consistent principles.
Animal decision was based not only on tactile cues available during the trial, but also on trial history (see Figure 6 , Supplementary Figure S1, and Supplementary Materials) . While relying on trial history was not an optimal strategy in our paradigm, its use by our rats suggest that it is a beneficial strategy in natural environments. Our data suggests that the effect of last trials on current decision was affected by the geometrical configuration (Narrow/Wide). This suggests that the tactile cues used by the rat (based on whiskers or body) not only affect the decision timing and accuracy, but also the weight of recent history on current decision.
We used two training procedures -Staircase and Block. The staircase procedure was used in order to find the localization threshold -the minimal detectable difference between the two poles. The block procedure was used to assess the psychometric performance -the mean success rate at each offset. Each rat was trained with one procedure only. Thus, the evaluation of the transfer of learning was always done by comparing performance in the same procedure. Rats that were trained in the Staircase paradigm achieved a threshold of 3.6 mm with a single whisker, and this threshold increased to 5.5 mm following the trimming of the last whisker (Figure 2B) . When trained in the Block paradigm, trained rats did significantly better with a single whisker than with no whiskers in 6-10 mm offsets (Figure 3A) . Thus, with both assessment methods, whisker-based localization yielded better spatial resolution.
With both training procedures, the freely moving condition allowed the rats to select their preferred sensory cues -here we focused on temporal and spatial cues (see Introduction). We show here that rats can rely on either spatial or temporal cues, depending on training, and that both can be generalized across body parts. In our paradigm, the choice of using temporal or spatial cues depended on the training procedure (Staircase vs. Block). Whereas with Staircase training the temporal cue was not key for rat decision, with Block training, temporal cues where essential at small offsets. Interestingly, for the Block-trained group, the number of whisker pole contacts (with the reference pole) was higher for small offsets, possibly indicating the use of multiple contacts for averaging out noise, when temporal cues are used (Figure 5) .
Overall, high-speed tracking of freely moving rats during a localization task revealed the preference of rats to use their whiskers for localization, the superiority of whisker-based localization, and the surprising ability of rats to localize objects at somewhat lower resolution by body contacts.
